For all SCQG Members from Gale Thull regarding the 2022 Baby Quilt Concept
On Wednesday, November 10th, 2021 we introduced the “Snowballs Over Sheboygan” pattern concept. This pattern was designed by
Joan Cain for our guild and who also happened to be our amazing speaker this week.
The original pattern results in a 42” x 55” quilt. The “concept” is that
you can modify block sizes and outer background sizes to suit the orphan
blocks or scraps you have on hand. The result is a baby size quilt that can
be backed with the backing the guild has provided (or your own).
Just for reference, I folded Joan’s quilt to eliminate 2 rows - resulting in
a 42”x42” size - see the photo. Just thought I would share one option of
modification of the pattern - where the block size remains the same.
**Note that if you trim this 42” square top down to 39”-40”, you can easily
quilt it using the backing the guild provided (WOF x 54”).
For reference, the recommended size for At-Risk Baby Quilts is:
Width: 38”-42”
Length: 42”-48”
But they can be as small as 30”x30” or as large as the backing size we provide (WOF x 54”).
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